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Abstract—The pervasiveness of phishing signals the insuffi-
ciency of current measures. Through a multidisciplinary ap-
proach, we conducted an eye-tracking study on how and where
users look when they have to classify an email as phishing
or legitimate. Furthermore, we investigated whether there is a
difference between expert and non-expert subjects. The study
showed firstly, better performance in recognising phishing emails
by experts. Secondly, eye movement data showed the use of
different email inspection methods between experts and non-
experts. This could open up scenarios in the area of the
improvement of training courses and the development of more
intuitive email client interfaces in the suggestion of important
clues in the recognition of phishing emails.

Index Terms—phishing, eye-tracking, training, interfaces

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Phishing poses a pervasive and devastating threat in to-
day’s digital landscape, exploiting deceptive communications
to prompt individuals to reveal sensitive data, engage in illicit
activities, or spread malware. In Q3 2022, a record high of
1,270,883 phishing attacks (the worst quarter ever observed)
were reported by the Anti Phishing Working Group [1].
Moreover, a report by IBM [2] found that the average cost
of a corporate data breach in 2022 was $4.35 million, and
that phishing was the second most common cause of these
breaches. However, the consequences are reflected not only in
economic terms, but also in environmental, reputational, and
time and productivity losses [2]–[5].

Emails are the main vector for these attacks due to their
affordability [3], widespread use, and security vulnerabilities
stemming from the SMTP protocol [6], [7] and configuration
errors in protocols such as SPF, DKIM, and DMARC [6].
Moreover, it is easy for attackers to collect a large number of
email addresses [8].

Phishers use various techniques to increase the persuasive-
ness of their message, including visual manipulation (involving
the alteration of visual elements and formatting), domain

squatting (involving the registration of domain names similar
to legitimate ones), and exploiting cognitive vulnerabilities and
human psychology.

There are several categories of phishing, such as Spear
Phishing (targeting specific individuals or groups), Whaling
(targeting high-profile individuals or executives), Clone Phish-
ing (employing minor modifications to legitimate emails),
Calendar Phishing (employing invitations to fake events con-
taining malicious links), and Lateral Phishing (exploiting trust
between colleagues within a company).

Common countermeasures include antivirus and web/mail
filtering to block malicious attachments, websites, and mes-
sages. However, since attackers exploit human weaknesses,
efforts are also made to protect the user through guidelines,
security policies, and staff training courses.

The persistence of phishing emails as a pervasive phe-
nomenon highlights the insufficiency of current countermea-
sures, thereby motivating our research. Furthermore, the com-
plex nature of this phenomenon has required a highly multi-
disciplinary approach and the search for diversified expertise.
Potential factors contributing to this result could be email
client interfaces not effectively directing users’ attention to
relevant cues, phishing training courses’ dubious efficacy and
knowledge retention, and a lack of consideration for human-
related factors [9].

This research extends our earlier work [10], [11] on phishing
at the University of Naples ”Federico II”. A key contribution
is the Spamley Web App 1, developed to collect user character-
istics through a survey and simulate an email client presenting
users with emails, inspired by real ones, to categorize as
phishing or legitimate. The survey, divided into two sections,
covers demographics, education, work, email use context,
computer skills, phishing detection abilities and awareness,
and the second part delves into users’ personality traits and

1https://spamley.comics.unina.it/978-3-903176-58-4 © 2023 IFIP.



cognitive vulnerabilities. The gathered data was employed
to study the relationship between user traits and phishing
identification skills. In this work we complement the analysis
by including data characterising the user’s ocular behaviour.

II. RELATED WORKS

The related works in phishing susceptibility and education
present a complex picture with contrasting findings.

A real-world study with 515 participants demonstrated that
the embedded training system PhishGuru led to users retaining
knowledge after 28 days and that a second message reduced
the likelihood of people giving away personal information
[12]. This aligns with the results of a roleplay survey with 1001
participants from Sheng et al. [13], which also showed reduced
susceptibility with prior exposure to education. Moreover, a
study analysing a dataset of phishing emails sent to employees
of client companies during their routine work over 1.5 years
by PhishCo, a company hired to raise security awareness,
further solidified this premise by reporting a decrease in
employee click rates following long-term awareness training
[14]. At last, a study conducted with university members
using an actual phishing email as stimulus [15], underscored
the importance of prior knowledge of phishing tactics and
suggested that familiarity mitigates visceral triggers’ influence
and expands the use of deception indicators in the decision-
making process.

However, these results should be interpreted with caution.
It was reported that participants still fell for 28% of phishing
messages post-training, thus illustrating the incomplete nature
of the solution [13]. Moreover, a study by Caputo et al.
[16] investigated its effectiveness in reducing employees’
susceptibility to spear phishing in a medium-sized DC-based
company, and found that training effects were lost between 28
and 90 days, and many participants were either non-clickers
or all-clickers regardless of training type, casting further doubt
on the effectiveness and longevity of training.

These contrasting findings culminate in the work by Lain
et al. [17], which presented findings from a large-scale, 15
month phishing experiment involving over 14,000 company
employees, that received simulated phishing emails in their
normal working context. This study contests the effectiveness
of embedded training during simulated phishing exercises,
therefore exemplyifying the ongoing debate in the literature
about the efficacy and longevity of the impact of phishing
training.

Adding another dimension to this discourse, the study by
Wang et al. [15] emphasized the influence of ”visual triggers”
and ”phishing deception indicators” on user decision-making:
results showed that focusing on visceral triggers (e.g. urgency)
increased response likelihood, while focusing on phishing
deception indicators (e.g. grammatical errors) decreased it.
This suggests that user behavior towards phishing might not
be solely dependent on training but also on the specific
characteristics of the phishing email. Moreover, Lain et al.
[17] presented findings from a large-scale, 15 month phishing
experiment involving over 14,000 company employees, that

received simulated phishing emails in their normal working
context. They confirmed the effectiveness of email warnings,
suggesting the importance of taking into consideration the
interaction between the user and the interface when designing
phishing countermeasures.

However, the characteristics of the human interacting with
the interface should also be taken into consideration. It was
reported that gender has no significant effect on phishing sus-
ceptibility [12] and that different educational materials reduced
information entry into phishing sites by 40%, regardless of
demographics [13]. On the other hand age was found to affect
phishing susceptibility, with participants aged 18-25 being
more vulnerable than older participants [12], [13]. Also, the
authors in [14] found that some psychological vectors were
more successful in tricking users into falling for phishing
scams.

The contrasting results and the incomplete nature of the
solutions underscore the need of our research, incorporating
human-machine interaction and diverse expertise, an angle not
yet fully explored in the current body of literature.

III. METHODOLOGY AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Our goal is to address a fundamental question: What fac-
tors contribute to individuals’ success to identify phishing
attempts?

We consider two potential determinants:
• The role of experience (i.e. the participants’ general

knowledge in computer science and/or their professional
engagement with the topic, meaning that experts possess
at least a foundational or intermediate level of proficiency
in one or both aspects) in detecting phishing attempts.

• The importance of attention (i.e. the focus on specific
aspects of an email) in this process.

Two hypotheses related to these determinants can be for-
malized.

H1 Experts demonstrate better phishing recognition
than non-experts

Verified if: Performance(E) > Performance(NE)
If true: Experience positively affects phishing recogni-

tion
If false: Experience does not significantly influence phish-

ing recognition

H2 Experts and non-experts differ in their email
inspection behavior

Verified if: Eyetracking(E) ̸= Eyetracking(NE)
If true: Distinct inspection techniques exist between ex-

perts and non-experts
If false: Inspection techniques do not vary between the

two groups

Our expectations are twofold: first, that experience or fa-
miliarity with computer science will have a significant impact
on the recognition of phishing. Second, that experts employ
different strategies when inspecting emails than non-experts.
These different inspection methods may explain the better
performance of experts in detecting important cues in the
recognition of phishing emails.



To test these hypotheses, we conducted an experiment on
how and what people look at emails to determine whether they
are phishing or not. Specifically, the eye-tracking wearable
device Pro Glasses 2, developed by Tobii, was used. The
device consists of a pair of glasses that use an infrared light to
illuminate the subject’s eyes and detect the centre of the pupil
by reading corneal reflections. This data is used to track eye
movements during the inspection of an email. We then used
the Tobii Pro Lab software to process the collected data.

In addition, the Spamley Web App was used and adapted
to meet the specific requirements of this study. It allows for
the collection of participant characteristics through a survey
and the presentation of stimulus emails to participants. After
viewing each email, participants are asked to classify it as
phishing or legitimate using two buttons. At the end of the test,
participants can find out the percentage of correct answers.

The study considers participants recruited from the campus
of the University of Naples ’Federico II’ and the campus of
the University of Naples ’Suor Orsola Benincasa’. The sample
is divided into two groups according to experience, as defined
above. All participants are exposed to a consistent set of email
stimuli (inspired by real emails) both phishing and legitimate.
The order in which the stimuli are presented is randomised,
respecting two constraints: emails of the same type cannot
appear more than three times consecutively (e.g. Phishing-
Phishing-Phishing is not allowed), and a constant alternation
between phishing and legitimate emails is not allowed (e.g.
Phishing-Legitimate-Phishing-Legitimate is not allowed). This
approach helps to control order and sequence effects. Each
stimulus email is displayed for 20 seconds, but participants
can move on by clicking on the ’next’ button even before
time runs out. This option mitigates potential noise resulting
from unintentional or disinterested examination of stimuli.

The visual stimulus is divided into regions called Areas of
Interest (AoIs): header, body, and URL. Some of the following
metrics are calculated for each area: Total Duration of Visit,
which is the overall duration of visits to an AoI measured in
milliseconds; Total Duration of Fixations (TDoFs), which is
the overall duration of fixations to an AoI measured in mil-
liseconds; Number of Fixations, which is the overall number of
fixations to an AoI; Fixation Duration, which is the duration of
a single fixation measured in milliseconds; Fixation rate, which
is the number of fixations divided by a period such as the
duration of a trial in seconds, giving the number of fixations
per second; Coverage Ratio, which indicates the percentage
of the area covered by the participants’ gaze within a specific
AoI; Number of Visits, which is the overall number of visits
to an AoI; the order of the visits to AoIs in a participant’s eye
gaze path through AoIs (also known as scanpath).

IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND FUTURE ANALYSES

We conducted a preliminary study recruiting participants
from the campuses of the two universities. Both the number
of final participants and the number of visual stimuli (emails)
were filtered. In particular, some participants were excluded
due to low values in the Gaze Samples metric, calculated

by dividing the number of correctly identified eye-tracking
samples by the theoretical maximum given by the sensor
sampling frequency. Spectacle wearers shows a low percentage
of correctly identified samples, indicating the need for future
studies to using eye-tracking devices with integrated prescrip-
tion lenses. Additionally, emails with minimal visual content
were found to be a challenge, as the software was unable
to map gaze points to the stimulus image coordinate system,
resulting in the inability to extract the data for these emails.
Future studies should select visual stimuli appropriately to
avoid this problem.

As a result, the sample consists of 28 participants, of
which 15 identified as non-experts and 13 as experts. These
participants were exposed to 12 emails, of which 5 were
legitimate and 7 were phishing.

This study confirms the better phishing classification per-
formance in participants identified as experts. Furthermore,
this study also confirms the use of different email inspection
methods among experts and non-experts. In particular, we
found that experts focused more on the header than non-
experts, in terms of total duration of fixations, indicating
increased attention and awareness towards phishing indicators
in this area (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. TDoFs on the header between the two group of participants

This preliminary study showed the potential of eye-tracking
technology in phishing research and the need to use a multi-
disciplinary approach. Futhermore, this study highlighted the
challenges and issues that can be encountered during the
research process, such as data quality issues, the choice of
appropriate metrics and stimulus. The accumulated knowledge
from this study offers a solid foundation for future research,
which should involve more participants and a more diverse
range of email scenarios, as well as consider smaller AoIs that
capture individual elements in the header and body areas. In
the future, a better understanding of the phishing phenomenon
from a cognitive point of view could lead to the necessary
insights to improve training courses and develop more intuitive
email client interfaces for spotting the phishing.
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